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The iufluence of the low free stream perturbations on the condition 
of laminar boundary layer{*) 

N. PH. POLY AKOV (NOVOSIBIRSK) 

THE RESULTS of experinlents on the study of the frequency spectrum of perturbations in the 
laminar boundary layer and the transition phenomena are analysed. The experiments were 
carried out on a flat plate in the low-turbulence wind tunnel for low subsonic speeds at the 
maximum Reynolds number of transition Retr = 4.35 • 106 • The frequency spectra of the velocity 
fluctuations in the boundary layer are compared with the velocity components and the pressure 
free stream fluctuations, and also with the spectra of the flat plate vibrations. It is shown that 
the fluctuations in the boundary layer are connected with the discrete modes . in the spectrum 
of the free stream perturbations at the free stream turbulence intensity being equal to s < 0.1%. 
It is also shown that in the case when the free stream is superposed on the longitudinal sound 
field of the discrete frequency, the stationary, in a wide sense, hydrodynamic waves of the same 
frequency arise under certain conditions. A region of existence of the intensively developing 
hydrodynamic waves induced by the sound is determined. It is found that at a number Re < llet, 
the laminar boundary layer · appears to be very sensitive to the sound oscillations in a certain 
"active" frequency band, and various kinds of inter~ions can be observed. The results of 
the study of the Retr numbers dependence on the level of the acoustical pressure .for the arbitrary 
chosen frequencies of the "active" range differ from the data by Spangler and Wells. The cor
relation between the sensitivity of the boundary layer to the sound frequency and the forced 
resonance frequencies of the plate vibrations ·is noted. The dependence of Re,, on the turbulence 
degree of the free stream at 8 < 0.15% found experimentally differs considerably from the data 
by Schubauer, Skramstad and other authors. The analysis of this discrepancy is also presented. 

Przeanalizowano wyniki doswiadczen nad widmem czctSto§ci zald6cen w laminarnym przeplywie 
przysciennym i nad zjawiskami przej§cia. Doswiadczenia wykonyWano na plaskiej plytce 
w tunelu aerodynamicznym przy niskich pr~ko§ciach poddfwi~kowych, w kt6rych maksy
malna wartosc liczby Reynoldsa wynosila Re,. = 4,35 · 106• Widma c~toSci ftuktuacji 
pr~ko§ci w warstwie przySciennej por6wnuje si~ ze sldadowYmi p~oSci · i z fluktuacjami 
cisnienia strumienia swobodnego, a taki:e z widmami c~to§ci drgan plaskiej plytki. Pokazano, 
ze fluktuacje w warstwie przysciennej sct zwi!lZ'lne z dyskretnymi modami widma zakl6ce6 
strumienia swobodnego przy intensywno§ci turbulencji strumienia osiQgajQcej 8 < 0,1%. Po
kazano r6wnie:i, :ie gdy strumien swobodny superponuje si~ z podlumym polem dZwi~kowym 
o dyskretnej c~tosci, powstajQ w pewnych warunkach fate hydrodynamiczne o tej samej 
c~sto&ci. Okre&lono obszar istnienia intensywnie rozwijajQcych si~ fal hydrodynamicznych 
wywolanych przez diwi~k. Stwierdzono, :ie przy ustalonej warto&ci liczby Re < Re. laminarny 
przeplyW przy&cienny staje si~ bardzo wra:iliwy na drgania dfwi~owe w .pewnym "aktywnym" 
pasmie cz~sto8ci i moma wtedy zaobserwowae wiele typ6w wsp61dzialania. Wyniki badait 
nad zaleZn.o§ciQ liczb Re,. od poziomu ciSn.ien podd.Zwi~kowych przy dowolnie dobranych 
cz~to&ciach obszar6w "aktywnych" r6:iniQ si~ od wynik6w podanych przez Spanglera i Wellsa. 
Stwierdzono istnienie zwiQZku mi~ wra:iliwoSciQ warstwy przy§ciennej na ~tosc dfwi~ku 
a c~toSciami drgan rezonansowych plytki. Zalemosc Re,. od stopnia burzliwoSci strumienia 
swobodnego przy E < 0,15% (wielkosc wyznaczona eksperymentalnie) r6:ini si~ w spos6b istotny 
od rezultat6w Schubauera, Skramstada i innych autor6w. Przedstawiono r6wnie:i analiz~ tych 
niezgodno&ci . . 

11poaua.rnf3HpOBaHbi peayJlbTaTbl 3KCIIepHMeHTOB no HCCJie,noBaHHIO Cilel<TpOB B03M~eHB:it 
B JiaMHHapHoM norJ)almtmo?tt Tet~e:mnr :d no nepexo~IM mJJieHWI:M. 3Kmepi!MeHTw npose
~eHbi Ha UJIOCKOH rmaCTiilie B a3po~ect<oii TJ)yoe npB HH31<BX ~03B}'KOBbiX . CKOpOCTmc, 
B KOTOpbiX MaKtlrMaJILHoe 3Hallelme llHCJia PeimoJIL~ca paswmoCit Re,. = 4,35 • 106• CneKT-

(*) Paper presented at the XIll Biennial Fluid Dynamics Symposium, Poland, September 5-10, 1977. 
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pbl llaCTOT 4>~ a<opOC'l'U B uorpamftllloM cnoe cpasmrBa.Io1'al eo cuei<TpaMH JIYm.c&
:QHH a<OpOC'l'S H C 4>JIYK'l'YilnHHMB )UlBJieHBH CBOOoAHOI'O DOTOK&, a TIUOKe CO CDeKTpaMH 
118CTOT KOJie6amdi DJIOCKOii: DJiaC'l'IIHKif. IIOKaaaHO, lft'O 4>n~ B DOI'paHJilmOM CJIOe 

CBH38Hbl C ,nMCJ<peTHbiMll MO~ CUeKTpa B03M~emdi: CBOOO)Uioro DOTOK& npH Hm'eHcH• 
BHOC'l'S zyp6yJieHTHOCTH DOTOI<a B < 0,1 %. IloK838BO TO>I<e, '1'1'0 KOr,ro! CBOOoAiibiH DOTOK 
B38HMO:Qeii:CTByeT C npo,ll;OJII>HbiM 3BYKOBbiM DOJieM C )tHa<peptoit 'tla.CTOTOH, B03HHKaiOT 
B HeKOTOpbiX YCJIOBHmC I'H,ll;pO,I:\HHaMH11eCKHe BOJIHbl C Toii >«e caMOi: 'tlaCTOTOH. Oupe~eJieHa 
o6naCTL cyineCTBOBaHIVI mrreHcHBHo p83BHBalOIIlHXCH rH,Jl;pO,Jl;HHaMHtlecKHX BOJIH, Bbi3Baii
HbiX 3BYKOM. YCTaHosneHo, 1ITO npH noCTOHHHOM :m:a11emm tmcna Re < Re11 JiaMHB:apuoe 
DOrpa.HHtmoe Te11eHHe CTaHOBHTCH 011eHb qyBCTB:d'reJII>HbiM K 3BYKOBbiM KOJie6amlHM B He
KOTOpOM ,aKTHBHOM" ,nMan830He ll&CTOT U .M.O>I<HO TOr,JJ;a Ha6mo,JJ;aT.b MHOro THIIOB B38H
MO,JJ;ei:CTBHH. Pe3ym.TaTbi Hccne~oBa.HHit 38BHCHMOC'l'U liHcen Re. OT ypoBHH 3BYKOBOro 
,JJ;aBJieHHH, npH upoH3Bom.Ho no,JJ;o6paHHbiX 11aCTOTaM ,BKTHBHbiX, o6JiaCTeii:, OTJIHtlaiOTCH 
OT Pe3YJI.bTaToB npHBe,JJ;eHHbiX CnaHrnepoM H BenncoM. 06uapr>«eHo cyinecTBoBaHHe CBH3H 
Me>K,JJ;Y qyBCTBift'eJI.bHOCT.biO norpa.HHtmoro CJIOH K 11aCTOTe 3BYK8 H 'tla.CTOTilMJif pe30HaHCHbiX 
KOJie6aHHH IJJiaCTIIHKH. 3aBHCHMOCT.b Re. OT CTeDeHH -ryp6yneB:rHOCTil CBOOoAJIOI'O DOTOKa 
DpH B < 0,15% OTJIH11aeTCH ~ecTBeHHbiM o6p830M OT peayJI.bTaTOB ill~-y3pa, CKpa
MCTa,JJ;a H ,ll;pyrHX asropos. Ilpe,ll;CTaBJieH To>«e a.HaJIH3 3THX pacxo)I(,Jl;eHHH. 

IT IS coMMON knowledge that the free stream perturbations in the low subsonic velocities 
region influences the position of the transition region from the laminar to the turbulent 
boundary layer. The results of SCHUBAUER and SKRAMSTAD's experiments [1], connected 
with the definition of the dependence between the transition Reynolds number (Re,r) 
and the free stream turbulence intensity (e) are widely known and used in manuals and 
monographs. V AN DRIEST and BLUMER [2] using these data and other ones proposed 
a semi-empirical formula for the transition Reynolds number dependence from the tur
bulence degree. Several other works were devoted to this problem. However, some later 
experiments showed that the dependence Retr(e) at low turbulence intensity is not a simple 
one. 
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Some experimental dependencies between the transition Reynolds number and the 
low free stream turbulence degree 

e = _1_ ... I_!_ (U'2 +v'2 + w'2) 
ul V 3 

are shown in Fig. 1. This figure presents the data obtained by various authors: 1 - SCHU· 

BAUER. and SKRAMSTAD [1], 2- PHILIPPOV [3], 3- SPANGLER. and WELLS [4], 4- otir 
results. The latter were obtained on a flat plate the length of which was 3.9 m by using 
the low turbulence wind tunnel T -324 of the Institute for Pure and Applied Mechanics 
of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 
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330 N. PH. PoLYAKOV 

The dependence of Reu versus the level and frequency of acoustic oscillations / 0 are 
shown in Fig. 2: a) our results, b) SPANGLER and WELLS' data [4]. It is useful to note that 
only Schubauer and Skramstad, Philippov's and our experiments were carried out on 
a flat plate with a we11-known pressure distribution and a zero longitudinal pressure 
gradient (Fig. 3). The results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 allow us to draw the next con
clusion: the dependencies Re,r(s) and Re,r(sp,/0) are not universal ones, at least at low 
perturbation intensities and hence, it is incorrect to search . for the interaction between 
the transition Reynolds numbers and the summarized characteristics of pertwbations. 
On the other hand, the same data allow us to state several problems: 

1. How can we eJg>lained a "shelf" Re,r = const in the Schubauer and Skramstad's 
results when e < 0.1% ? 
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2. What are the resons for the essential differences between the results obtained by 
Schubauer and Skramstad, Philippov and us? 

3. What are reasons of the discrepancies in the dependencies between Retr and the 
sound frequency / 0 in the results obtained by us and Spangler and Wells? 

4. Why does the "shelf" (Re,r = const) appear in our results when e > 0.07%? 
We can answer these questions by examining the experimental data on the frequency 

structure of the free stream perturbations, boundary layer fluctuations and some other 
results. Comparison of the spectral energy distribution of velocity fluctuations at different 
stages of lam.inar boundary development (Fig. 4a) with the power spectral density of the
free stream perturbations (Fig. 4b) (there, 1 is a longitudinal component of the velocity 
fluctuations- u'; 2 is a lateral one- w' and 3 represents the pressure perturbations--p') 
allows us to draw attention to the following facts: 

1) In the case when the free stream perturbation levels are low, a group of frequencies. 
with the predominating amplitudes are always present in the laminar boundary layer. 
The central frequency of this frequency group is called "a main tone". The "main tone'~ 
amplitude increases by increasing the Reynolds numbers. 

2) In the boundary layer, the power density spectrum of. velocity fluctuations contains,. 
apart from a "main tone", higher discrete frequencies which reflect the nonlinear effects~ 
and also the low frequencies in a continuous spectrum. 

3) The frequency groups in the free stream perturbation spectrum correspond to one 
"main tone" of the laminar boundary layer velocity fluctuations (Fig. 4b). 

1.0 1.5 2.0 2·5 Re*·10-3 

Flo. 5. 1- the curve of the neutral stability, 2- U = 52 m/s, 3 -.U = 41.2 m/s, e. = 0.026%,. 
4- U = 40.5 m/s, e., = 0.41%. 

4) The "main tone" fluctuations develop in the theoretically unstable region only 
(Fig. 5), changing its frequency neat the second branch of a neutral curve. A "main tone'~ 
destruction with the turbulence spots production takes place always inside the· instability 
region. 
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332 N. PH. PoLYAIC.OV 

5) The amplitudes of low frequency oscillations increase in the continuous spectrum 
near the transition region. Their interactions with the "main tone" lead to the destruction 
of the regular waves and the appearance of turbulence spots. 

These facts are _based on a detailed analysis of the boundary-layer velocity fluctua
tions spectrograms at different free stream states (different velocity- U1 and turbulence 
intensity - e under the condition of "natural" transition). Thus we can draw the follow
ing conclusions: 

1) At low intensity of the free stream . perturbations the "main tone" generation and 
its development takes place under the influence of the discrete tone of the free stream 
perturbations whose energy is much small~r than their total energy. 

2) During the process of wave development which leads to the appearance of tur
bulent spots, the interaction between the "main tone" and low frequency fluctuations 
is of essential importance. 
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The latter conclusion was confirmed by theoretical investigations performed by 
A. G. VoLODIN and M. B. ZELMAN [5] and by model experiments carried out by Yu. S. KA
CHANOV, V. V. KOZLOV, V. Yu. LBVCHENKO [6]. 

The physical aspects of the influence of acoustic perturbations on the boundary layer 
state are a matter of a special interest. Our experiments on a fiat plate [7, 8] have shown 
that the laminar boundary layer under the condition of Re = const < Re,r and a fixed 
acoustic pressure level is very sensitive to the discrete sound frequency in the definite 
"active" band width associated with the theoretical instability region 3 (Fig. 6). However, 
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the sharp resonance on certain acoustic frequencies as noted in SPANGLER and WELLS' [4] 
and VLASi>v and HINmvSKY's [9] experiments was not observed. When changing the sound 
pressure level of the plane longitudinal acoustic field of discrete frequency from the "active" 
band width, one can easily obtain any boundary layer condition: from a pure laminar 
regime, to, a well-developed turbulent one, passing through all the stages of the inter
mittency factor y changing in the transition region (Fig. 1). 

The frequency analysis of the stream perturbations in the laminar boundary layer 
under the condition of the acoustic field with various discrete frequencies fo from the 
"active" band and Reynolds number smaller than Retr (Fig. 8) shows that four types of 
interactions dependent on the frequency position which is relative to the theoretical in
stability region 1-11 can be distinguished: a) "direct" resonance, b) "induced" resonanee, 
c) "direct" resonance with one of the harm.Q.Jlics of -acoustic frequency / 0 , d) "direct" 
resonance at low sound pressure level transforming into a form of induced resonance 
with the increase of sound pressure. 

The results of these experiments allow us to draw the conclusion that the "shelf" 
Re,r = const under the condition of e < 0.1% obtained by Schubauer and Skramstad 
is connected with a high sound pressure level. This level ranges from 105 up to 107 db 
in the wind tunnel of the National Bureau of Standards and the frequency spectrum con
tains the harmonics-from an "active" band. Hence, at the intensity of turbulence e > 0.1%, 
the change of vorticity mode affects the Re,r, but at e < 0.1% the change of vorticity 
mode does not influence the position of the transition region since the acoustic mode 
played a principal part. Its intensity an<;~ the power spectral density remained constant. 
This is the answer to the first question. 

Space-time and cross-correlation investigations (Fig. 9) between free stream pressure . 
fluctuations and boundary layer oscillations have shown that under the condition of 
a "direct" resonance the steady, in a wide sense, hydrodynamic waves induced by the 
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sound appear and develop intensely in the laminar boundary layer. The region of existence 
of these waves lies between the center fine and the second branch of the theoretical cunie 
of neutral stability calculated in accordance with the linear theory (Fig. 10). 
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Comparison between the amplitude -frequency responses of the flat plate vibra
tions under the acoustic effect (Fig. 11) and the dependence Re,r(s,/0) for three arbitrarily 
chosen sound frequencies from an "active" band (Fig. 2) shows that the distortion of 
regularity in the dependence Retr(/0) under the condition of a constant sound pressure 
level correlates with the stimulated plate vibrations. We can suppose that the sharp re
sonance of boundary layer sensitiveness to the particular frequency described in SPANGLER 
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and WELLS' paper [4] is connected with the eigenfrequency of the experimental installa-
. tion (the vibr,tions or the stationary waves). A similar conclusion was drawn in [10] 
by V. V. KozLov et al. However, the problem of the acoustic influence on the boundary 
layer condition and the role of correlation between a plate or installation vibration response 
and boundary layer J)erturbations is not simple and the following questions can be 
formulated. 

1) How can free stream pressure fluctuations having a wave length exceeding 1 m 
(l > 1 m) be transformed into hydrodynamic waves with a length of about 30 or 40 mm 
(A = 30-40 mm) and with the frequency / 0 preserved? 

2) How can a plate vibration with an amplitude approximately equal to 10- 7 m and 
a displaeement velocity of about 10-4 mfs promote hydrodynamic waves with a fluctua
tion velocity of about 1 m/s? 

The forthcoming theoretical and experimental studies should answer these questions. 
Now we shall try to give an answer to the questions number 2 and 3 formulated above. 

The reasons of the discrepancy between the results of Schubauer and Skramstad, Philippov 
and ours are as follows: 

1) The perturbations have specific features in different installations. They appear 
in the differences of acoustic and vorticity modes and in the power spectral density dis
crepancies. 

2) Differences exist in the turbulence intensity variation method. Schubauer and 
Skramstad varied the turbulence level by using different screens and performed the ex
periments under the condition of a constant free stream velocity (U1 ~ 30 m/s); our 
results, however, as well as Phillipov's were obtained with the fixed screens, and the velocity 
increase was used to vary the degree of turbulence. 

If we plot our data and Phillipov's results in the dependence Re,r(U1) (Fig. 12), then 
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the discrepancies presented in Fig. l can be essentially decreased and explained by some 
difference in the pressure gradient distribution near the flat plate leading edge (see Fig. 3 
and [liD. It is interesting to note that our results and Phillipov's data were obtained 
in the identical wind tunnel, but with a different plate and auxiliary constructions placed 
in the test section. This leads to the discrepancy in the dependence of the turbulent in
tensity level from the free stream velocity. 

The coincidence of our results with Phillipov's data in the coordinates Re,r(U1), despite 
the essential discrepancy in the coordinates Re,r(s), indicates the influence of principal 
perturbations on the laminar boundary layer condition which is not connected, as it is 
genera11y accepted, with the total free stream turbulence intensity. The energy of the same 
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frequencies conesponding to instability regions . which are more sensitive to the perturba
tions has a more essential influence on the boundary layer condition. These regions are 
determined by Re* and the nondimensional frequency F = ('brfo)/Uf. 

If we compare the free stream turbulence power spectra presented in the usual form 
E(f) (Fig~ 13), we can see that the spectra become more fulfilled both in the amplitude 
and the frequencies as the velocity increases. However~ if we compare the same spectra 
in the coordinates E(F) (Fig. 14), we can conclude that with a velocity increase the per
turbations cove.r the more and more narrow band of nondi.mensional frequencies F = 
= (2n/,)/ul displacing beyond the theoretical instability region (CNS). Hence we. can 
explain the transition Reynolds number stabilization in our results by the free.:str-eam 
turbulence power spectral density displacement beyond the "active" nondimensional 
frequency region. 
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